Have you finished *Gone Girl* or waiting to receive your copy? Here is a list of read-alikes that we hope you enjoy!
Gone Girl Read-Alikes

Abbott, Megan
- Dare Me
- The End of Everything
- The End of Story
- Oblivion

Abbott, Megan
- When Will There Be Good News?

Abrahams, Peter
- End of Story
- Oblivion

Abrahams, Peter
- The Likeness

Atkinson, Kate
- In the Woods

Davidson, Hilary
- The Damage Done
- The Next One to Fall

Davidson, Hilary
- Killing Me Softly

French, Nicci
- Faithful Place

French, Tana
- In the Woods

French, Tana
- The Likeness

Grann, Sara
- Claire Dewitt and the City of the Dead
- The Wrong Mother
- The Silent Wife

Hughes, Dorothy B.
- Kelly, Erin
- Landay, William

Hughes, Dorothy B.
- Locke, Attica

Kelly, Erin
- McNamara, Jennifer

Kelly, Erin
- Precious Thing

Lupton, Rosamund
- The Poison Tree

McBeth, Colette
- The Poison Tree

McMahon, Jennifer
- Promise Not to Tell

Mina, Denise
- Pavone, Chris

Mina, Denise
- Stevens, Chevy

Mina, Denise
- Unger, Lisa

Mina, Denise
- Unger, Lisa

Mina, Denise
- Watson, S.J.

Unger, Lisa
- In The Blood

Unger, Lisa
- Before I Go to Sleep

Watson, S.J.
- The Cutting Season

Additional Authors:
- Elizabeth Haynes
- Andrew Klavan
- Laura Lippman
- Tawni O’Dell

Also by Gillian Flynn:
- Dark Places
- Sharp Objects